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EQS - Everything Electric,
Everything Luxury.
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Huracan Tecnica in India now.

Mercedes Benz India Launches the first ever
Electric AMG - the Mercedes-AMG EQS 53
4MATIC. This launch is the beginning of an
aggressive electric ambition and the first of the
three luxury EV's that Mercedes Benz India plans
to launch this year.

Lamborghini India launched the Huracan Tecnica
which delivers 565 Nm of torque at maximum
6500 rpm and an improved acceleration of 0-100
Km/h in 3.2 seconds. Globally unveiled in April
2022, the new model takes the 5.2 l power plant
outputting the same 640 CV power as STO. The
car comes in three drive modes of Strada, Sport
and Corsa. 
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Introducing a unique Luxury Mobility Newsletter, which we call luxtter. We will be
brining you monthly updates on luxury, specifically on luxury mobility. LUXILITY 

Luxury is a necessity that begins where necessity ends.
-COCO CHANEL



California to stop sales of New
Gasoline Cars

05
BLCK launches new website.

The state of California, United States, is likely to
implement the decision to ban the sale of new
gasoline-powered cars by 2035. This move will
result in a big step towards the fight against
climate change by moving towards electric
vehicles.
According to the rule released by the California Air
Resources Board, 100 percent of all new cars sold
in the state by 2035 should be free of the fossil
fuel emissions that are primarily responsible for
global warming.

BLCK LUXURY launched its brand new
website blck.luxury and is now open to all for
making their luxury Car, Yachts and Jets
bookings. The Website is constantly evolving
and one can expect a much more user friendly
and interactive portal coming up during the
coming months.
BLCK LUXURY car rentals is now available
across multiple location in India with both
Chauffer driven and Self Drive options.
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Rolls Royce Motor Cars have unveiled the 2023 Phantom Series II globally. This is the ninth generation of the
Phantom as the eighth generation was showcased back in 2017. The 2023 Phantom gets a lot of upgrades over the
previous generation. However, there are not lot of changes to the exterior because Rolls Royce wants to retail the
iconic design of the Phantom.
Rolls Royce has added new garnish above the Pantheon Grille and above the LED Daytime Running Lamps. The
grille itself has been slightly revised to look more modern, classy and Spirit of Ecstasy more prominent. 
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2023 Phantom Series II
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